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spreads du palace
This exclusive selection of “dinges” is just “wow!” on pancakes, 
crepes and ice cream. There’s our tremendus smooth & crunchy 
spekuloos spreads, our famous dulce de leche and about that 
belgian chocolate fudge, all we can say is...”life changing”!

from $28hot cocoa kit royale
Award winning “Best Hot Cocoa in New York City” with mini-

considered “chocolate aristocrats”.

from $25.72

la sélection gastronomique
When the royal wafel chefs get creative, things get interesting! 
Suddenly these 8 traditional liege style wafelinis get the rivaling
company of 8 almond and 8 cinnamon wafelinis. All of them in a
guilt-free snack size. Let's get this party started!

from $53 .23

Contact us for a customized quote at:  events@wafels.com
wafels.com

 

de kompleet set
There’s definitely no tastier way to treat friends and family during 
cold winter days. This wonderfully designed combo lets you magically 
serve up the real Wafels & Dinges experience at home. With 8 
large Liege wafels, 8 snack size wafelinis and our 4 of our most 

from $79.43

ultimate winter set
For  “wafel-connoisseurs” and “hot cocoa aristocrats”, nothing 

This  premium combo includes 8 lièges wafels, 8 wafelinis, our 
really belgian toppings (smooth & crunchy spekuloos cookie butter 
and chocolate fudge) and our award winning hot cocoa kit.

from $103.32

Trad�ion� (8)

Cinnamon (8)

Almond (8)

.01

liège waf f les + trio toppings from $46.29

What better Sunday morning treat for the family? These 8 freshly
baked Liège wafels come with our 3 most popular "dinges": 
le legendary spekuloos spread, dulce de leche and real Belgian
chocolate fudge. Ah, de royal life!

popular “dinges” (toppings), everyone will be in wa�e-heaven!



wafels.com
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Please note: all prices are before tax (if applicable) and shipping and handling

We’re here for you, ready to help you create an amazing gift
experience for your clients and team.

Download your shipping form at 
wafels.com/collections/corporate-gifting

and submit it at events@wafels.com


